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learn about the history and features of andy summers favorite guitars including his 1963 fender
telecaster his 1961 fender stratocaster and his 1958 gibson es 335 and es 175 find out how he
customized and modified these guitars and how he uses them for his music and photography during his
police years andy s guitar was heard and imitated worldwide making an indelible impression on guitar
and guitarists everywhere apart from the band s multi million selling records andy received two
grammys for best rock instrumental performance and was also voted the number one guitarist for five
years by guitar player magazine andrew james summers born 31 december 1942 is an english guitarist
best known as a member of the rock band the police he was inducted into the rock and roll hall of fame
as a band member in 2003 summers has recorded solo albums collaborated with other musicians
composed film scores written fiction and exhibited his photography in galleries new photography book
release a series of glances from acc art booksjune 24 2023 the cracked lens a missing string an
evening with andy summers us and canada tour datesjune 14 2023 andy summers july 2023 us tour
dates the cracked lens a missing stringmarch 31 2023 photography exhibitions in paris and
hamburgseptember 20 2022 andy summers playing on this early hit by the police is a perfect example of
how a player doesn t need to blast or fill every space to make an impression instead summers impresses
with his shimmering textures inventive suspended chords and restraint leaving plenty of room for the
rhythm section to drive the groove 48k 1 5m views 4 months ago andy summers is a celebrated english
guitarist and composer best known for his work with the iconic rock band the police his innovative
approach to guitar by grant moon total guitar published 3 march 2022 from jazz roots to
worldwide fame with the police he developed a signature style that defined the post punk era being a
guitar player says andy summers is who i am image credit andy white published 4 april 2018 the police
guitarist on the guitars pedals and amps that shaped his hugely influential sound as we get ready to
discuss his career in gear andy summers is at his home in la preparing for the world tour for new solo
album triboluminescence along with his latest recordings the multi grammy winner will also be andy
summers is not one to mince his words about things and that even applies to the brand new signature
guitar that legendary guitarist of the police has just released with the fender custom shop the
monochrome strat by joe bosso published 22 october 2021 one of rock s greatest tone gurus
discusses the making of ghost in the machine which turns 40 this month image credit rebecca sapp
wireimage for the recording academy during the hot summer months of 1977 the police were not unlike
any other unknown rock band in the world since picking up a guitar at the age of thirteen andy has
made his mark as an essential component of the police circa zero as a solo artist and as a writer
photographer composer and andy summers guitar instructional video andy summers not only teaches
some great guitar parts from his years with the police he demonstrates some more advanced playing
plus jazz and blues styles you ll learn about chord group memorization and clusters special
suspensions visualizing the root mapping out the neck modal interchanges the prototype built by fender
custom shop master builder dennis galuszka over the course of a year is currently in use with andy
now the guitar features the same eccentric modifications that the original had when summers first
bought it most of which were unchanged throughout the nonstop work and excitement of the police
years summers began his recording career in the 1960 s as the guitarist for the r b group zoot money s
big roll band and its subsequent psychedelic era incarnation dantalian s chariot in 1968 summers was
a member for a couple of months from may to july of the canterbury scene jazz fusion band soft
machine although he did not record with the gro andy summers work with the police is not the stuff on
a conventional rock guitar hero schooled in jazz andy s unique style and signature voice is founded on
his use of interesting chords in this lesson we re going to check out four kinds of chords that will
instantly add some andy summers magic to your guitar playing add9 power chords march 17 2022
andy summers one of the things i loved about playing in the police was that it was all guitar all the
time but it needed someone like me to fill that out from jazz roots to worldwide fame with the police
he developed a signature style that defined the post punk era being a guitar player says andy summers
is who i am may 30 2017 fitting for a rock star andy summers has a large palette of guitars
including this collings 360 st flanked by a selection of gibsons fenders and other models on the rack
behind him photo by mo summers andy summers is an english guitarist who has been active since the
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1960s he is primarily known for his work in the rock genre especially with the band the police his
current label is bmg key albums include his solo works x traordinaire 1985 and green chimneys 2003
and his work with the police including synchronicity 1983 andy summers latest updates eric s les paul
gets stolen and he knows i ve got the other one he starts calling me relentlessly i charged him 200 it
s worth about two million now andy summers recalls selling eric clapton his gibson les paul burst
for a bargain price by phil weller published 21 december 23 andy summers of the police guitar lesson
watch all our new videos first by subscribing here bit ly 1cgp7yxget info on your favorite gear
artists



andy summers guitars and gear ground guitar Mar 31 2024

learn about the history and features of andy summers favorite guitars including his 1963 fender
telecaster his 1961 fender stratocaster and his 1958 gibson es 335 and es 175 find out how he
customized and modified these guitars and how he uses them for his music and photography

andy summers official site andy summers of the policeandy Feb 28
2024

during his police years andy s guitar was heard and imitated worldwide making an indelible impression
on guitar and guitarists everywhere apart from the band s multi million selling records andy received
two grammys for best rock instrumental performance and was also voted the number one guitarist
for five years by guitar player magazine

andy summers wikipedia Jan 29 2024

andrew james summers born 31 december 1942 is an english guitarist best known as a member of the
rock band the police he was inducted into the rock and roll hall of fame as a band member in 2003
summers has recorded solo albums collaborated with other musicians composed film scores written
fiction and exhibited his photography in galleries

guitar collection andy summersandy summers Dec 28 2023

new photography book release a series of glances from acc art booksjune 24 2023 the cracked lens a
missing string an evening with andy summers us and canada tour datesjune 14 2023 andy summers july
2023 us tour dates the cracked lens a missing stringmarch 31 2023 photography exhibitions in paris
and hamburgseptember 20 2022

andy summers guitar tone on the police s walking on the moon Nov
26 2023

andy summers playing on this early hit by the police is a perfect example of how a player doesn t need
to blast or fill every space to make an impression instead summers impresses with his shimmering
textures inventive suspended chords and restraint leaving plenty of room for the rhythm section to
drive the groove

andy summers his career with the police and iconic guitar Oct 26
2023

48k 1 5m views 4 months ago andy summers is a celebrated english guitarist and composer best known
for his work with the iconic rock band the police his innovative approach to guitar

andy summers one of the things i loved guitar world Sep 24 2023

by grant moon total guitar published 3 march 2022 from jazz roots to worldwide fame with the
police he developed a signature style that defined the post punk era being a guitar player says andy
summers is who i am image credit andy white



andy summers career in gear it s all mythology sometimes Aug 24
2023

published 4 april 2018 the police guitarist on the guitars pedals and amps that shaped his hugely
influential sound as we get ready to discuss his career in gear andy summers is at his home in la
preparing for the world tour for new solo album triboluminescence along with his latest recordings
the multi grammy winner will also be

we always knew that we didn t want to sound like anybody Jul 23
2023

andy summers is not one to mince his words about things and that even applies to the brand new
signature guitar that legendary guitarist of the police has just released with the fender custom shop
the monochrome strat

the police s andy summers the way i was guitar world Jun 21 2023

by joe bosso published 22 october 2021 one of rock s greatest tone gurus discusses the making of
ghost in the machine which turns 40 this month image credit rebecca sapp wireimage for the recording
academy during the hot summer months of 1977 the police were not unlike any other unknown rock
band in the world

andy summers official youtube May 21 2023

since picking up a guitar at the age of thirteen andy has made his mark as an essential component of the
police circa zero as a solo artist and as a writer photographer composer and

andy summers guitar instructional video Apr 19 2023

andy summers guitar instructional video andy summers not only teaches some great guitar parts from
his years with the police he demonstrates some more advanced playing plus jazz and blues styles you
ll learn about chord group memorization and clusters special suspensions visualizing the root mapping
out the neck modal interchanges

fender guitar andy summersandy summers Mar 19 2023

the prototype built by fender custom shop master builder dennis galuszka over the course of a year is
currently in use with andy now the guitar features the same eccentric modifications that the original
had when summers first bought it most of which were unchanged throughout the nonstop work and
excitement of the police years

andy summers guitar d addario Feb 15 2023

summers began his recording career in the 1960 s as the guitarist for the r b group zoot money s big
roll band and its subsequent psychedelic era incarnation dantalian s chariot in 1968 summers was a
member for a couple of months from may to july of the canterbury scene jazz fusion band soft machine
although he did not record with the gro



schooled in jazz andy summers unique style and signature Jan 17
2023

andy summers work with the police is not the stuff on a conventional rock guitar hero schooled in
jazz andy s unique style and signature voice is founded on his use of interesting chords in this lesson
we re going to check out four kinds of chords that will instantly add some andy summers magic to
your guitar playing add9 power chords

guitar world interview with andy summers Dec 16 2022

march 17 2022 andy summers one of the things i loved about playing in the police was that it was
all guitar all the time but it needed someone like me to fill that out from jazz roots to worldwide
fame with the police he developed a signature style that defined the post punk era being a guitar player
says andy summers is who i am

andy summers not another classic bozo interview Nov 14 2022

may 30 2017 fitting for a rock star andy summers has a large palette of guitars including this
collings 360 st flanked by a selection of gibsons fenders and other models on the rack behind him
photo by mo summers

andy summers guitar com all things guitar Oct 14 2022

andy summers is an english guitarist who has been active since the 1960s he is primarily known for his
work in the rock genre especially with the band the police his current label is bmg key albums include his
solo works x traordinaire 1985 and green chimneys 2003 and his work with the police including
synchronicity 1983

andy summers news and features guitar world Sep 12 2022

andy summers latest updates eric s les paul gets stolen and he knows i ve got the other one he starts
calling me relentlessly i charged him 200 it s worth about two million now andy summers recalls
selling eric clapton his gibson les paul burst for a bargain price by phil weller published 21 december
23

andy summers guitar lesson youtube Aug 12 2022

andy summers of the police guitar lesson watch all our new videos first by subscribing here bit ly
1cgp7yxget info on your favorite gear artists
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